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Harnessing the power of medication data
MedsIncontext™ by Peoplechart is a family of high impact software solutions that help risk-bearing health plans and providers optimize revenues,
cost savings, and health outcomes. By leveraging the power of a patient’s near real-time medication data in the context of other key health
information, MedsIncontext identifies and addresses gaps in the delivery of care. MedsIncontext is especially useful for:
• Identifying poorly documented diagnoses to adjust risk and to align services across various in- and out-of-network providers;
• Prioritizing a patient’s medication alternatives based on real-world data and analytics that consider specific comorbidities and existing
drug regimens for improving health outcomes; and
• Improving medication adherence as the first step in reducing ER and hospital admissions and readmissions.

Every patient’s journey in seeking health care is unique and involves a diversity of providers. It is often
marked by many starts and stops due to changing health status, availability of resources, and other
shifting circumstances. In pursuit of correct diagnoses and successful treatments across a diversity of
health issues, a patient will likely interact with a multifaceted care delivery ecosystem. In addition to
traditional care settings like primary and specialty medical clinics, emergency rooms, hospitals, and
nursing homes, the health care industry has seen the emergence of retail clinics, home care, urgent care,
freestanding ERs, pharmacy care, and most recently, virtual care. At every touchpoint, the patient risks
leaving behind valuable information about the diagnosis made and the treatment received.
For a risk-bearing health care provider or plan, this information gap is exacerbated by incompatible
information systems that are deployed within each silo of care, e.g., between inpatient and outpatient
care and EMR and payer data workflows. Because of interoperability issues, access to patient information
within the same provider network is challenging. Access to out-of- network patient information may be
nearly impossible.

Financial impacts of MedsIncontext family of
products are far reaching
Examples include increases in patient risk
adjustment and improvements on STAR, HEDIS,
and NCQA measures that have revenue and
cost implications for capitated and value-based
models of reimbursement: hospital admission/
readmission rates, outpatient visits, medication
adherence in Medicare Part D, and diseasespecific outcome measures in Medicare Part C.

A complete perspective on a patient’s various diagnoses and treatments, however, is critical to effective
clinical decision-making. As a patient traverses different care settings – going back-forth and in- and outof- network – a partial electronic print of the patient’s diagnoses and treatments is saved in each distinct
information system. Sometimes this is shared with the patient’s next point of care; more often, not.
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MedsIncontext closes the information gaps across health care touchpoints by accessing medication data and placing it in the context of other patient
information sourced from different systems. The solution uses powerful AI-driven analytics to better inform care decisions. A patient’s medications can reveal
a lot about his or her health status and risk – current and past treatment regimens, documented and undocumented conditions, the likely progression of those
conditions, and the level of care services needed to prevent a further decline in health. When medication information is combined with other patient data,
such as lab outcomes and encounter data, MedsIncontext identifies time-sensitive gaps and opportunities in care and facilitates interventions that matter for
improving patients’ health outcomes and a health care entity’s economics.

While leveraging Peoplechart’s long-standing history in data capture, cleansing, and mapping, MedsIncontext applies AI-driven analytics to produce critical
insights through the use of prescription data - in near real-time and longitudinally over time. MedsIncontext identifies the direct and implied risks associated
with clinical decisions and with patient behaviors that may compromise the accuracy of a diagnosis and the success of a prescribed treatment. These risks
include undocumented diagnoses, ineffective prescribed treatments, and medication non-adherence.
Upon request, MedsIncontext can help facilitate intervention on behalf of the care team by performing all necessary data transfers and displays of
intervention-related information. It quantifies the ROI impact of the intervention efforts with its automated test and control framework and identified learnings
for future improvement.
MedsIncontext’s suite of solutions can be subscribed to separately or together, depending on need.
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MedsIncontext Products
MEDSINCONTEXT™ DRUG-IMPLIED RA
Identify unreported medical conditions for improving the accuracy
of a patient’s risk profile and alignment of care services
Drug-Implied RA is an enhancement product designed to complement and significantly improve the
results of other leading-edge risk adjustment (RA) technologies and methods. Un-coded conditions often
create gaps and inconsistencies in the patient’s overall care regimen and under-estimate patient’s true
medical risks – leading to increased cost without increased revenues.
Many drugs are used as treatment for between 6 and 9 different indications. Using proprietary scoring
and AI processing capabilities, MedsIncontext can successfully identify over 50 out of 84 different
Hierarchical Condition Categories (HCCs) that involve conditions that are treatable by prescription
drugs. Under the Medicare RA reimbursement model, the cost of caring for these complex chronic
conditions is adjusted to represent the patient’s specific level of acuity and comorbidities. Compared
to other RA tools in the market, Drug-Implied RA is especially effective at identifying undocumented
medical conditions that are being treated by out-of-network providers.

• identify patients whose probable conditions
have been treated out-of-network and have
not been documented or coded in-network
• identify patients whose probable conditions
have been actively treated with prescribed
medications in-network but whose
condition(s) are undocumented, and
flag file for further review
• schedule a follow-up visit or flag current visit
to engage patient on new information about a
medical condition or treatment regimens

Un-coded patients in high scoring tiers represent risk adjustment opportunities
MIX OF PATIENTS NOT CODED VERSUS CODED BY SCORING TIER

Risk-bearing providers or health plans can
justify an appropriate level of population risk
adjustment while identifying important care
needs that would otherwise have been missed.
As a supplemental product to traditional risk
adjustment methods, Drug-Implied RA can:

% OF PATIENT POPULATION BY SCORING TIER

Financial Impact: For a large healthcare
provider, MedsIncontext identified the 50% of
the Medicare population who were actively
being treated for at least one condition that was
unreported in billing records. It also increased
accuracy in patients’ health profiles and
comorbidities reporting.
CODED

UN-CODED

MEDSINCONTEXT™ DRUG PRIORITIZER

When integrated within an e-prescribing
workflow, Drug Prioritizer helps clinicians to:

Prioritize medication alternatives to fully take into account a
patient’s comorbidities and drug regimens, or more effective
and safer treatment options
Used with MedsIncontext adherence products or by itself, Drug Prioritizer rank-orders alternative
medications based on their likely efficacy or correlations with specific outcomes given a patient’s
specific mix of conditions and concurrent drug regimens. Using proprietary algorithms generated
through AI processing and in combination with MedsIncontext’s real-world data analytics, this module
can be particularly helpful for patients who are adherent to their medication, but whose treatment is not
achieving optimal results.

• rank order the on-formulary medication
alternatives that are most likely to result in
better outcomes and lower cost of care for
each specific patient
• reduce the risk of prescribing unhelpful (or
potentially even harmful) drugs to patients
Financial impact: Improve quality of care by
making more informed decisions. Reduce drug
and provider costs by prescribing medications
that are most likely to be effective based on a
specific patient’s comorbidities and outcome
measurements.

*
*

* TARTRATE BETTER THAN SUCCINATE FOR AFIB, NOT FOR HF
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MEDSINCONTEXT™ TRANSITION OF
CARE ADHERENCE
Leverage prescription information in near real-time to identify
critical, time-sensitive medication non-adherence
Most companies track medication adherence by using historical claims data, which can be several
weeks or months old. As a result, claims data is best suited for projecting unfilled prescription refills
or renewals, not for detecting when a new prescription goes unfilled. This is a critical flaw in using
outdated data to manage transitions of care when treatment regimens are likely to have changed. Unlike
almost all EMR and MTM systems, Transition of Care Adherence captures prescription orders from EMRs
and matches them to in- and out-of-network pharmacy fills sourced from an external data network – all
in near real-time. With proprietary AI-driven algorithms, it identifies non-adherence with precision – in
hours, not in days or weeks. This is particularly important for intervening on patients who are being
discharged from hospitalization, ER, or SNF and whose conditions are time-sensitive or complex, such
as pneumonia or ACS. The system also performs all the necessary data transfers between automated and
“warm” interventions and even includes a dynamic system that measures the impact of interventions on
several clinical and economic outcomes via a rigorous test-control framework.

MEDSINCONTEXT™ POINT OF
CARE ADHERENCE
Address medication adherence issues at the point of care
In addition to providing an update of patient’s medication adherence at every outpatient visit, POC
(Point of Care) Adherence provides clinicians and care managers with an accurate list of medication
reconciliation. This is a practice necessity – just like taking a patient’s blood pressure. Patients, especially
those with multiple comorbidities, may not remember all their medications. Thus, manual attempts at
medication reconciliation with the patient serving as “historian” at the point of care are prone to errors.
This is particularly true for new patients of a healthcare practice or plan. POC Adherence provides a list
of near real-time prescriptions from in- and out-of-network pharmacies for each patient, independent
of the prescribing clinician; and flags specific medications that are important but that have not yet been
filled. Having this information at their fingertips, the care team can quickly take advantage of the in
-person or virtual visit to discuss with patient.
Patient timeline: Medication adherence in context of lab test results, encounters, and interventions

Transition of Care Adherence can:
• identify specific patients for whom
interventions can have the greatest impact on
improving clinical or economic outcomes,
e.g., improvements in lab outcomes,
reduction in hospitalization or readmission,
and boost in STAR ratings.
• design intervention strategies that are
customized to a sequenced strategy of
low-cost automated interventions, followed
by live interventions via care managers
or pharmacists automatically quantify
intervention impacts, i.e., week-over-week
change on adherence, readmission, and
other measures
Financial impact: In a recent partnership with
a large Next Gen ACO, Transition of Care
Adherence generated a 30% reduction in
readmission rates in just the first 10 weeks
of intervention. At the same time, Care
Management pharmacists each saved several
hours per week by avoiding “false positive”
calls identified by MedsIncontext and by
having access to all relevant patient and
non-adherence information at their fingertip
before and during the call

Point of Care Adherence can:
• provide a complete perspective of a patient’s
current drug regimens to support differential
diagnoses and important decisions on
treatment alternatives, especially in the
context of the patient’s comorbidities
• enable clinicians and care managers to
address adherence issues while they have the
patient’s full attention during an in-person or
virtual visit
• identify opportunities for quality engagement
with patient and for additional care services
Financial impact: Substantiate billable hours
for chronic care management services (CPT
99490, 99491, 99487, 99489). Meet MACRA
requirements under MIPS or APM models that
impact payments.
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